
 

Sunday, March 19, 2023 

Names highlighted in red are church members. To submit or update a prayer request call the church office or email pinckardchurch@aol.com. The 
prayer list appears on our church website. If you do not want your name posted on our website, call 873.6260 or email pinckardchurch@aol.com. 

 

  
Pray for... 
* Amanda Burke 
* Angela Spies 
* Barbara Lewis-Stage 4 brain cancer 
* Belinda Kelly- lung cancer and pneumonia 
* Beverly Walling- Bill Walker; renal carcinoma and   

blocked arteries 
* Carl Champagne, brother of Julia Brasher, recover 

from a stroke 
* Scott Davis - recovering from surgery 
* Carl Ford 
* Chris Rames-Bone Cancer 
* Cecil Harris - recovery from cataract surgery 
* Dewayne Coleman- recovery from major surgery 
* Dewey Eaves - recovery from major surgery 
* Donald Witt – possible cancer 
* Eddie Casey - back surgery 
* Elizabeth Lloyd - upcoming surgery 
* Gerald Yates- recovery from knee replacement 
* Halle - Mike’s coworker’s daughter 
* Jack Clark - cataract surgery recovery 
* Johnny Way - ongoing health issues 
* Jessica Coleman - battling cancer, Complication with       
 Medications, New treatment 
* Julia Brashear- Eye Cancer 
* Karen Boens- follicular lymphoma & treatment 
* Lyndsee, Brain tumor, Mae’s friend 
* Melody Ring – pray for health & diagnoses on hip 

injury 
* Mike Stone - Cancer in Hospice care 
* Ruby Linville, Alzheimer’s, Virginia aunt 
* Sue Jetton - recovery from stroke - optic lobe 
* Stephanie Horn - upcoming surgery 
* Tom Jones - Back Issues 
* Virginia Lloyd - medical issues 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Kingdom Prayers... 
* Pray for the Gatherings - that God would be present 
and glorified, worshipped in Spirit and truth by faith. 
* Pray for Growth - that we would be sanctified in our 
gathering, growing into maturity in Christ together in 
love. 
* Pray for the Going - that as we go, we would seek to 
make disciples - save the lost, sanctify the saved, that 
Jesus be glorified in hope. 
* Our Top Five prayer lists 
 
Continue to Pray for... 
* Everyone affected by Coronavirus 
* Wisdom for President 
* Children of Sunrise Services 
 
 
nursing homes & our shut-ins... 
* Diane Hoskins 
* Lena Wade 
* Johnny Drury - Country Place 
 
 
 
 
 
 
announCements 
Remember Unspoken Request 
 
Remember those that lost loved ones recently 
 -Family of Ron Smith 
 -Family of Bea Morton 
 
 
  

If you have a Prayer request, Prayer update, or a Praise. Please sent it to us at 
pinckardchurch@aol.com 
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